The Authors Reply: Effects of Age, Period, and Cohort on Health Status in Korean Baby Boom Generation

Thank you for your interest and valuable comments in our study, I completely agree with the 2 points of contention pointed out in your letter, I believe that your comments and opinions are based on a full understanding of our study findings. In response to the first comment about separating the age effect and cohort effect being a mandatory process for specifically analyzing and interpreting the health status of Baby Boomers, we did not adjust for age because we considered that the interaction between age and cohorts divided by birth year might have been high, Match samples via birth year and age may be one of effective solutions to compare age effect and cohort effect.

In addition, I would like to suggest age-period-cohort (APC) model for a future study focusing on distinguish the effect of age, period, and cohort of generations. This method is a technique used in epidemiological studies1,2) to examine the time-related effects of age, period, and cohort separately. Age effects record effects on different age groups over time, while period effects represent the effects on all age groups simultaneously within the same period. Finally, cohort effects go beyond particular groups to focus on effects shared by groups with the same birth years. Age effects primarily reflect biological changes, whereas period and cohort effects reflect environmental changes. In particular, cohort effects involve the influence of early environmental exposure being expressed as a specific health risk for a specific cohort. The APC model is used with the assumption that age, period, and cohort share a linear dependency. To resolve the problem of not being able to separate the major related factors within a standard, fully applied APC model, a general method of estimating the setting constraints on the parameters has been used3). Independent variables (health outcomes, such as prevalence etc.) can be log transformed and the estimated values can be calculated using the model shown below.

\[ \phi_{ijk} = \mu + \alpha_i \text{Age} + \beta_j \text{Period} + \gamma_k \text{Cohort} + \epsilon_{ijk} \]

where, \( \phi_{ijk} \) is the natural logarithm of the prevalence of a specific health-related outcome; \( \mu \) is the intercept term; \( \alpha_i \) is the effect of age \( i \); \( \beta_j \) is the effect of period \( j \); \( \gamma_k \) and is the effect of cohort \( k \). If the analysis is performed using this method, the problem of separating the effects of age and cohorts in our study can be resolved and in addition, a deeper understanding can be gained into the difference and diversity of health levels among future elderly generations. Moreover, further studies on the causes of health differences, and in identifying increases or decreases in relevant causal factors, would be feasible using this method.

We also completely agree with your second comment and suggestion on the interpretation of depressive symptoms among baby boomers. As indicated in the Introduction section of our study, it has often been noted that baby boomers in Korea have a higher education level than those from previous generations and that they have lived in relative affluence in their younger years, but that in their middle-age years they also face financial burdens and increased pressure as a 'sandwich' generation in fulfilling simultaneous roles caring for both their children and their elderly parents4,5). Annual trends regarding depressive symptoms from 2009–2013 medical panel data indicate a prevalence level of depressive symptoms similar to that of the younger generation in 2009, whereas by 2013 the prevalence of depressive symptoms had increased to a level similar to the elderly generation. An overall high level of depressive symptoms within the cohort identified as baby boomers is an important outcome, which should be thoroughly investigated. Furthermore, a rapid increase in depressive symptoms over time compared to other generations indicates the possible impact of psychosocial influence, and these effects continue to increase as the baby boomer cohort shows the age effect of becoming older generation. More targeted studies are needed to study the mental health of baby boomers, while specific social and policy considerations in respect of this cohort are also deemed necessary.
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